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musical interpretation to be made to live through his own
emotions, and not through laws that are supposed to be
infallible.   "To be emotional in musical interpretation,
yet obedient to the initial tempo," he says, " and to the
metronome, means about as much as being sentimental in
engineering."   And  later :    " The  tempo  as  a general
indication of character in a composition is undoubtedly
of great importance, but a composer's imagination and an
interpreter's emotion are not bound to be the humble
slaves of either metronome or tempo."   He then makes
a definite statement in which he shows clearly how much
the independence of the virtuoso means to him: " Beethoven
could not always be precise.    Why ?    Because there are
in musical expression certain things which are vague and
consequently cannot be defined;   because they vary accord-
ing to individuals, voices, or instruments; because a musical
composition, printed or written, is,  after all a form, a
mould:   the performer infuses life into it, and whatever
the strength of that life may  be, he must be given a
reasonable amount of liberty, he must be endowed with
some   discretional   power.      In   our   modern   meaning
discretional power is tempo rubato"   When, in conclusion,
Paderewski mentions Chopin, it becomes quite clear that
he is defending, or rather explaining himself:  "It would
be unthinkable  to  play Chopin without tempo  rubato"
Orthodox critics had attacked Paderewski over and over
again for his extensive use of tempo rubato, thus showing
that they not only misunderstood him, but also the composers
whose works he played.    Paderewski used tempo rubato
only with those composers whose own egotism obviously
required such a method.   He remained " classical" when
he played Haydn, Handel, Bach or the lesser harpsichord
composers, saying that:    " Tempo rubato . . . ought to
be used in the works of Chopin,  Schubert, Schumann
("PapiUons,"" Carnival"), Brahms, Liszt, Grieg. ..."
When Mr. Bernard Shaw as musical critic of the World
wrote in 1890 of Paderewski's playing, that: " He is always

